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A l~raet - -Let  R(X) be a table with m columns and n rows, where X is the set of columns. A 0-1 matrix 
T(X) is assoeiatecl with R(X) as follows. T(X) has m columns and (2 ~) rows. Let ui[Asl denotes the entry 
at column A t in ith row of R(X). Similarly, t~[Ag] denotes the entry at column A x in the ith row of T(X). 
A mapping is defined between each two rows {u, uj} in R(X) and a row tf in T(X) such that tAAs] = 1 
if u~[Az] = uj[As]; otherwise tf[A,] = 0. The two-row constraints realization problem deals with conditions 
under which there exists a table R(X) that corresponds to a given 0-1 matrix T(X). The solution to this 
problem and its application in the area of  the theory of relational database, are discussed in this paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R(X) be a table with m columns and n rows. X is the set of columns (At, A2, • ..,  Am). A 0-1 
matrix T(X) is associated with R(X) as follows. T(X) has m columns, and the ith column of T(X) 
is labelled as A~, 1 ~< i ~< m. T(X) has k = (~) rows, where n is the number of rows of R(X). Let 
u~[Aj], (1 ~< i ~< n; 1 ~<j ~< m), denote the A;value (i.e. table entry) of row ug, (1 ~< i ~< n), in table 
R(X). Similarly, t~[Aj], (1 ~< i ~< k; 1 < j  ~< m), denotes the A;value (0 or 1) of row t/in matrix T(X). 
A mapping, f/, between two rows {ui, uj}, (1 ~< i,j <<. n, i #j),  in R(X) and a row tf, (1 ~<f~< k), 
in T(X) is defined as follows: 
1 if u,[Ag]=uj[Ag] for ( l~<g~<m) 
~: tf[Ag] = 0 otherwise. 
The set of all pairs of row labels ({u~, uj}, 1 ~< i,j <<.n, i # j )  will be denoted by R2(X). The 
t'l-mapping will be represented as a table called the fLtableau. 
Example 1 
Table 1 shows a given table R(X) and the corresponding mapping fgtableau, denoted by f/(X). 
R(X) = R({AI, A2,..., Am}) will be written as R(At, A2,..., Am). T(X), R2(X) and f/(X) will be 
written in a similar way. 
Table 1. A sample table R(X) and 
Ca) R({A,, a2, X3}) 
Rows labels A l A 2 A 3 
ul I I 3 
u 2 I 2 3 
u3 2 I 3 
u4 2 2 3 
its f/-mapping 
(b) t~{Al, A~, A3}) 
T({A,, a2, A3}) R2(X) 
A t A 2 A 3 Two-row 
1 0 u,, u 2 
0 1 ut, u 3 
0 0 ut, u4 
0 0 u2, u 3 
0 I u2, u4 
l 0 u 3, u 4 
Table 2, A 0-1 matrix that does not corre- 
spond to any table 
T(A, A2A3) 
Al A2 A3 R2(AIA2A3) 
0 0 0 ul, u2 
l 0 0 u2, u3 
1 0 0 ul, u 3 
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Suppose that an arbitrary f~-tableau with k = (~) rows, where n is a natural number is given, The 
two-row constraints realization problem deals with the conditions under which there exists a table 
R(X) that corresponds to the given f~-tableau. 
Example 2 
Consider the f~-tableau given in Table 2. It can be shown that there does not exist a table R(X) 
that corresponds to T(X) as follows: suppose that R(X) exists, then u2[Aj]=u3[hl] and 
ul[Al]----u3[Ai]. However, from the tableau u~[A~] v~ u2[At], which is not possible. Hence, R(X) 
does not exist. 
In Section 2, our problem is mathematically formulated in terms of the quotient set of a given 
single-column table. Section 3 gives conditions under which there exists a table that corresponds 
to a given f]-tableau. Section 4 formulates the problem and the solution in terms of graphs. 
Section 5 discusses ome applications of the problem in the relational databases. 
2. EQUIVALENCE RELATIONSHIPS AND [)-TABLEAUX 
To solve the realization of the two-row constraints problem, we recast it into a mathematical 
form. At the beginning we will deal with R(X) as a one-column table that will be denoted by R(A) 
where A is the name of the column. In this case, R (A) can be considered as a list of values denoted 
by {u I, u2 . . . . .  un }. 
A relationship EA in a set R(A) is called an equivalence r lationship if it is reflexive, symmetric 
and transitive. For any ui e R (A), the set u~/EA ~ R (A) is given by u~/EA = {u/lu/~R (A) and u~E,4 uj }. 
The set ui/EA is called an EA-equivalence class generated by ui. Also, the Ea-equivalence class 
generated by any element uie R(A) is equal to the Ea-equivalence class generated by uj~ R(A), 
i e j, provided that u~ euJEA. Otherwise, the E~-equivalence lasses generated by u~ and uy are 
disjoint. Furthermore, ach element of R(A) generates an Ea-equivalence lass which is nonempty. 
The union of the EA-equivalence classes generated by the elements of R(A) is equal to R(A). Since 
any two EA-equivalence classes are either equal or disjoint and the classes cover R(A), we can say 
that the family of EA-equivalence classes defines a partition of R(A). such a partition is unique 
because an Ea-equivalence lass of any element of R (A) is unique. The family of equivalence classes 
generated by the elements of R(A ) will be denoted by A/EA. A/EA is called the quotient set of R(A ) 
by EA. 
We utilize the set R(A ) used in the definitions above in somewhat different form than the usual 
fashion (e.g. in Ref. [1]). R(A) is assumed to be a set of rows {(u~, ui[A])}, where ug is a label and 
u~[A] is a mapping from ui to a single value in a set called the domain of A, Dom(A). This allows 
us to treat R(A) as a set even though some u~[A]'s may have the same value. 
A R is used to denote the set of rows labels in R(A). These labels are called "rows labels" or simply 
"rows". We use uiEAuj as a shorthand notation for {(ui, ui[A])EA(uj, u/[A])}. The relationship EA 
refers to the u~[A] and uj[A] values. For example, assuming that EA denotes "equality of A-values" 
then (ui, 30)EA(uj, 30) expresses the fact that u~[A] and uj[A] are equal. 
Example 3 
Let R(A)= {(u~, 1), (u2, 1), (u3, 2), (u4, 2)}. Assume that EA is the relationship "equal to". 
A/EA = {{(ul, 1), (u2, 1)}, {(u3, 2), (u4, 2)}} because u~[A] = u2[A], and u2[A] = u3[A]. A/EA may be 
written as {{ul, u2}, {u3, u4}}. ut/EA = uI[A]/EA = {Ul, u2}. 
A quotient set A/EA can be represented by a table called O-tableau fl(A) = (T(A), R2(A)), where 
T(A) is a 0-1 matrix with one column labelled also as an A and (9 rows; n = [AR,[. We let R~(A) 
to be a subset of the relationship EA such that R2(A) is the set of pairs of labels {(u~, ui), i # j ,  
u~, ujeAR.}. Let # be a one-to-one mapping defined as follows: 
/~: (ug, u/) E R2 (A) ~ {1, 2 . . . . .  (~)}, where i # j ,  and n - [A  R,[. Entry T(p(u,., uj)) = 1 
if u~[A] = u/[A], i #j ,  and 1 ~< i, j ~< '[AR,[; otherwise T(#(u,, uj)) = 0. 
Example 4 
Suppose that R(A) is the set of rows given in Table 3(a). In Table 3(b), the fl-tableau (T(A), 







Table 3. R(A) and f~(A) of Example 4 
(b) fI(A) = (T(A), R*(A)> 
T(A ) 
A R~(A) 
l Ul, U 2 
0 ~1, ~ 
0 ~2, ~3 
0 ~2, ~4 
l u~, u~ 
R2(A)) is shown. Notice that #(u~,u2)=l ,  #(u~,u3)=2, 
#(us, u4)= 5 and #(u3, u4)= 6. The purpose of the #-mapping is
labels. 
#(Ul, U4) = 3, # = (u2, u3) = 4, 
to fix the order of the pairs of 
3. REALIZATION OF f~-TABLEAUX 
An Q-tableau is not necessarily built from a quotient set. (T(A), R 2 (A)) can be constructed as 
follows. R~(A) is the set of labels {(u~, ug), i ~j, (l <<, i j <<, k)}, where k is a natural number. T(A) 
is a 0--1 string of length (~). Given such an Q-tableau, our problem is to decide if a corresponding 
quotient set exists under the assumption that E~ denotes the equality relationship over the A-values 
(i.e. u,[A ]'s). 
Theorem 1 
A quotient set A/E A of R(A) exists for a given Q-tableau (T(A), R2(A)) if for every ui, uj, ut 
in R2(A); T(/a(u~, uj)) = T(#(uj, u~)) = 1 implies that T(#(u~, ut)) = 1. 
Proof. Suppose that (T(A), R 2 (A)) is a given Q-tableau such that if T(# (u~, uj)) = T(# (uj, u~)) = 1 
then T(#(#~, ut))= 1. Construct R(A) as follows: 
(i) Identify the set As from R2(A). 
(ii) For each u, ~A R form the set {{ui} U {uj[ T~(u,, uj)) = 1. Or T(#(u:, u~)) = 1}. Let 
P = {p~,p~,...,pg} be the resultant sets. 
(iii) For each u~ in AR, if u~epj then let ui[A] =j in R(A). 
We claim that P is a partition of the constructed set R(A). Suppose that there exist p~ and pj 
such that p~Npj-~  and i ~ j .  Let alE(p~Npj) a2~{pt--(p~f'lpj)}, a~pj, and a3~pj-(pilqpj), 
a3~P~. Thus, TOt(at, as)) = 1 and T(#(a~, a3) = 1. By assumption, T(#(at, a3)) - 1. Thus, if u~pk, 
1 ~< i ~< 3, 1 ~< k ~<g, then {u~, us, u3} ---Pk. This contradicts the assumption that a~ ~(p~f'lpy), a~gpg, 
and a~pi. We can define the equivalence relationship which corresponds to the partition P as 
follows. For each (ui, u~[A])~A~ there is a set pieP, such that (u~, ug[A])~p~, also (u~, u~[A]) does 
not belong to any other set in P. Clearly, the relationship is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 
Consequently, A/EA is a quotient set in R(A). 
If there exists an R(A) with a quotient set A/E~ as it is defined above, then R(A) is said to be 
a realization of Q(A). In this case, Q(A) is said to be realizable. 
Example 5 
The Q-tableau shown in Table 4 is not realizable. 
From Theorem 1, we can develop an algorithm that constructs R(A) for a given realizable 
Q-tableau. The following example illustrates the method. 
Example 6 
Suppose that the Q-tableau shown in Table 3(b) is given. From R2(A), we identify the set of 
elements {ut, us, u3, u4}. From T(A), p~ = {ul, us) and p: = {u3, u4}. Hence, ut [A] = 1, u2[A] = 1, 
u3[A] ffi 2 and u4[A]--2. Table 5 shows the resultant R(A). 
Given Q(A) = (T(A), R:(A)). Let S~(A) ~_ R:(A) such that S:(A) = {(ui, uj), (uj, ut), (ui, ul)}, 
i ~ j ~ l}. Let S(A) = {ut, uj, u~} and let T(S2(A)) = {T(~(ui, uj)), T(#(uj, u~)), T(#(u,, ut))}. For 
0-1 string T(S2(A)), we use Wt(T(S:(A))) to denote the number of l's in the string. 
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Table 4. Unrealizable ~-tableau 
T(A ) 
A R2(A) 
l Ul, ~2 
] U2, U 3 
0 Ul, U 3 
Table 5. R(A)  of 
Example 6 
AR A 
u 1 1 
u 2 1 
u3 2 
u 4 2 
Corollary I 
The O-tableau O(A)=(T(A) ,  R2(A)) is 
(u,, u,)} ~ R2(A), Wt(T(S2(A))) # 2. 
Proof Direct consequence of Theorem 1. 
rea l i zab le  i f  fo r  every  S2(A)= {(ui, uj), (u j ,  u l )  , 
Example 7 
The O-tableau shown in Table 4 is not realizable because the number of l's in T(A) (which is 
also T(S2(A)), S2(A)= R2(A)) is equal to two. 
Consider the generalization of the set R(A) to a set of rows R(X), X = A~ A2... Am, m > 1. In 
this case, row u~ in R(X) is represented by (ui, u~[A1 ], ui[A2],..., u~[Am]). The equivalence class ui/Ej 
or, more accurately, ug[Aj]/EAj is as it is defined previously. Similarly, the quotient set Aj/Eaj and 
the O-tableau O(X) is a straight forward generalization of previous definitions. T(X) in O(X) is 
now an ([) by m, 0-1 matrix, n = '1ARI. The new O-tableau O(X) can be considered as the "union" 
of the O-tableaux defined for O(Aj), Aj E X. Thus, Theorem l can be applied repeatedly to every 
column of T(X), separately. The O-tableau O(X) is realizable if every ~2(Aj), ,4:. ~ X is realizable. 
Example 8 
Suppose that the table R(AI A2A3), shown in Table 6(a) is given. The corresponding O-tableau 
is shown in the same table. Utilizing Theorem 1 for A,., 1 ~< i ~< 3, the table shown in Table 6(c) 
can easily be produced. 
Corollary 2 
Let X = {AI, A2 . . . . .  Am). The O-tableau O(X) is realizable if for every S2(X) = {(ui, uj), (uj, ut), 
(u~, ut)} - R2(A,), Wt(O(S2(Ag))) # 2, 1 ~< g ~< m. 
Proof Generalization of Corollary 1. 
4. EQUIVALENCE GRAPHS 
Let A/EA be a quotient set in R(A) as it is described in Section 3. An equivalence graph 
GA =(V, D) that corresponds to A/Ea is constructed as follows. V = {Vl, v: . . . . .  vk}, k = '[AR'I 
is the set of vertices of GA such that v~e V corresponds to row ui~AR, 1 <<. i <~ 'IAR.I. The edge 
(v~, vj) a D if ut and uj are in the same equivalence class of A/E~. Figure 1 shows the graph Ga of 
A/EA in R(A) given in Table 3. The equivalence graph GA is called the equivalence graph of R(A). 
Lemma I
Each equivalence class in A/EA corresponds to a unique complete subgraph in the corresponding 
equivalence graph G~. 
Proof Abvious. 
An arbitrary graph G is said to be a transitive closure graph if for all edges (or, vj) and (vj, vt), 
i # j # /, the edge (v~, vt) is also in G. 
Table 6. Table and fl-tableau of Example 8 
(a) R(A t A2A3) (b) fI(A I A2A3) (c) Table produced from [2(A I A2A3) 
u i A i A 2 A 3 T (A jA2A3)  u~ A i A 2 A 3 
ul 5 4 9 Ai A2 A3 R2(AIA2A3) ul 1 1 I 
u2 6 4 8 u z 2 1 2 
u3 7 3 8 0 I 0 uj, u 2 uj 3 2 2 
0 0 0 u I , u 3 
0 0 1 u 2, u~ 
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v I v3 
v 2 v4 
Fig. 1. The equivalence graph of R(A) given in Table 3. 
Lemma 2 
The equivalence graph GA = (V, D) is a transitive closure graph. 
Proof If(v,., vj) and (vj, vt), i ~ j  ~ 1, are edges in D then by the transitivity of equivalence classes 
in A/EA, (vi, v,) is also in D. 
Theorem 2 
Given a graph G then G is an equivalence graph of a quotient set A/EA iff G is a transitive closure 
graph. 
Proof Suppose that G = { V, D } is an arbitrary graph such that G is a transitive-closure graph. 
Construct R(A) as follows: 
(i) AR = {ul, us . . . .  , u,) where u~ corresponds to v~ ~ V, 1 ~< i ~< n, n = 'l V'I. 
(ii) Let P = {P,,Pz . . . . .  pg) be the sets of rows that correspond to the sets of 
vertices of complete subgraphs in G. 
(iii) For each ui in AR, if u~ePj then let u`.[A] =j  in R(A). 
The above process is similar to the process that is used in the proof of Theorem 1 to construct 
R(A) from (T(A), RZ(A)). It is not difficult to show that P is a partitioning of AR. Hence, the 
sets of P are reflexive, symmetric and transitive. Clearly, the resultant family of equivalence classes 
generated by the rows of R(A) forms the quotient set A/EA of R(A). 
Lemma 2 proves that G is a transitive closure graph if G is the equivalence graph of a given 
quotient set. 
Given an [l-tableau [I(A), then the graph GA([I)=(V,D) is constructed as follows. 
V = {vt, vs . . . . .  v,) is the set of vertices of G([l) such that vi corresponds to u; in R2(A), 1 <~ i <~ n, 
where IRS(A)I = (~). The edge (v`., vj), i ~ j ,  is in D if T(/~ (u;, uj))= 1. 
Corollary 3 
A quotient set A/EA of R(A) exists for a given [l-tableau if GA([l) is a transitive closure graph. 
Proof Direct consequence of Theorem 1 and the fact that if GA([l) is a transitive closure 
graph then for every three rows u~, uj and ut in R2(A) if T(#(ug, uj))=T(lz(uj, ul))= 1 then 
T(/z (ui, ut)) = 1. 
Corollary 4 
The D-tableau D(A) is realizable if G ([l) is a transitive closure graph. 
Proof From the previous corollary. 
Consider a generalization of the equivalence graphs to R(X),  X = A~ As . . . . .  Am, m > 1. Each 
quotient set Aj/EAj, AjeX, 1 <<.j <~ m, is represented by an equivalence graph GAj. The union of the 
resultant equivalence graphs {GAj = (V, Dj)}, I V] = [ARI, is a transitive closure graph. 
The union of a set of graphs {Gl, Gs . . . . .  Gg}, Gt = (V,D`.), 1 <~ i ~g, is called a complex 
and is denoted by Gv = (V, Dr). 
For a given [l-tableau [l(X), the complex Gv(X) can be constructed as the union of the graphs 
{GAj([I), l ~<j ~< IYl}. 
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Corollary 5 
The f~-tableau fI(X) is realizable if each GAj(I)) in Gv(f~), is a transitive closure graph. 
Proof. From Corollary 4. 
Example 9 
Consider the f~-tableau ~(At A2) given in Fig. 2(b). The corresponding complex Gu(f~) = (V, Dr) 
is shown in Fig. 2(a). Since GA, = (V, D~) and GA2 = (V, D2) are transitive closure graphs then 
~(A)A:) is realizable. The realization of f~(Aj A2) is constructed utilizing the process described in 
the proof of Theorem 2 for each A~ e X, 1 ~< i ~< 2. For current example: the complete components 
of GA, are {vl, v2, v3 } and {v4, v5 }. The complete components of GA2 are {vl, v5 }, {v2 }, and {v3,1:4 }.
The constructed table R(X) is shown in Table 7. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we show how to utilize the solution to the two-row constraints realization problem 
in solving two problems in the theory of relational database. 
(a) Testing for the lossless join property, given a set of dependencies. 
(b) Deciding when a set of propositional dependencies is preserved under 
projection. 
Next we review basic definitions needed to discuss these problems. 
Let Dom(At), Dom(A2) . . . . .  Dom(Am) be a family of sets. A table R(X), X = {Al, A2 . . . . .  Am } 
is a subset of the Cartesian product: 
Dora (Ai)X Dom (A2)X, . . . .  X Dom (Am). 
A fixed order is assumed over X and the ith column of R(X) is labelled with Ai, 1 < i ~< m. For 
row ui in R(X), u[Aj] denotes the A:value of u, R(X) may written as R when X is understood. 
The (natural) join operation combines two tables on their common columns as follows. The join 
of Rt(X) and R2(Y), written Rt(X)*R2(Y) is the table R3(Z), Z = X U Y, of all rows r 3 such that 
there are rows r, in Rt(X) and r2 in R2(Y) with r~ = r3[X] and r2 = r3[Y]. Notice that r3[X] and 
r3[Y] denote the sub-rows of r 3 over columns X and Y, respectively. Table 8 illustrates the join 
operation. 
The projection of the table Rj(X) over Y ___X, written rrr(R t (X)), is the table R2(Y ) obtained 
by striking out columns corresponding to columns in X -  Y (i.e. X minus Y) and removing 
duplicate rows from what remains. Table 9 (a) illustrates the project operation. 
Let X= YUZ,  RI(X) is said to decompose losslessly into Y and Z iff RI(X)= 
nr(RI(X))*~z(RI(X)). In this case the join is said to be a lossless join. Table 9 (b) shows that 
~,(,A2(R4(AtA2A3))*TzA2,43(R4(At A2A3) ) is not a lossless join since the original table R4(At A2A3) has 
not been produced by the join operation. 
A two-row constraint on tables is a propositional logic formula that restricts the set of legal 
tables. For example, the constraint (At=~ A2) indicates that R (X), At ~ X and A2 ~ X, is a legal table 
if for all two rows ut and us in R(X) if u,[A,] = u2[Al] then u,[A2] = u2[A2]. Such a constraint is 
called a functional dependency. A propositional dependency is a generalization of the concept of 
functional dependency. For example, the propositional logic formula ((AIAA2)=:,(X3AA4)) 
indicates that for all two-rows ul and u2 in R(X): 
if 
then 
ul[al]=U2[hl] AND ut[A2]=u2[A2] 
ut[A3] # u2[h3] AND uI[A4] # u2[h4]. 
Note that the name of column Ai is used in the propositional logic formula to denote the 
proposition that the Acvalues of the two rows are equal, and .4 denotes the negation of Ai. 





GA 1 [ GA 2 v5  
(a )  G U 
T(A1A2) 
Edge in D 1 
V 1 , V 2 
V l ,  V 3 
V 2 , V 3 
Edge in D 2 Edge in D u 
Vl , V 5 
ui, U i 
A 1 A 2 i ~ j 
v 3, v4 
V4, V6 V4, Vs 
vt, v2 1 0 ul,  u2 
vl, v3 1 0 ul,  u3 
0 0 ul,  u, 
v 1, v s 0 1 Ul, u s 
v 2, v 3 1 0 u2, u3 
0 0 u2, u4 
0 0 u2, u5 
v 3, v,= 0 1 u 3, u 5 
0 0 u 3, u s 
1 0 u 4 , u s 
(b) 
Fig. 2. Graph and ~-tableau of Example 9. 
Given a set of propositional dependencies, E, then the standard isjunctive normal form (SDNF) 
of E can be represented by a 0-1 matrix T(E). A zero in T(~) corresponds to a negated atom and 
a one corresponds to a positive atom. 
Example I0 




Table 7. Table produced 
from the graph given in 
Fig. 2 
Rows A I A 2 
u~ I I 
u 2 1 2 
u 3 I 3 
u4 2 3 
u 5 2 1 
Table 8. Illustration of the join operation 
(a) RI(AIA2) (b) R2(A2AO 
At A2 A2 A3 
1 1 2 3 
2 2 I '1 
3 2 2 2 
(c) R~(AIA2A 3) = Rj(AIA2)*R2(AIA 3) 
A~ A 2 A 3 
I l ! 
2 2 3 
2 2 2 
3 2 3 
3 2 2 
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Table 9. I l lustration of  the lossless join operat ion 
(a) The projection oper- (b) ~alA2(R4)*#A2.43(R4) 
ation R4(AIA213) hal A2 (R4) /~A2A3 (R4) t l  t2  13 
At A2 "45 At Az A2 A3 I 1 1 
1 1 I 1 I I I I 1 2 
2 I 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 1 2 
The SDNF matrix, denoted by T(R(X)), can also be constructed for a given table R(X) as follows. 
For each two rows {Ul, u:} in R(X), we associate row ti in T(R(X)) such that: 
/i[AJ]={10 otherwise.if ut[A/]=u2[Aj] 
T(R(X)) may be written as T(X) when R(X) is understood. The tableau that includes T(R(X)) and 
the corresponding two-row set is denoted by f2(R(X)). 
Example 11 
See Table 10. 
Suppose that R(X) is a table that satisfies the constraints E. Let {I:1, Y2 . . . .  , Ym} be a 
decomposition (i.e. a set of subsets) of the columns. It is important in the design of databases to 
know if the decomposition reflects a lossless join, i.e. 
R(X) = (~h (R(X))*Trv2(R(X)) *" " .*Try,(R(X))). 
If the decomposition reflects a lossless join then it is said that it has the lossless join property. 
The two-row constraints realization problem is a subproblem of testing for the lossless join 
property as it will be discussed next. Let Y. be the set of propositional dependencies that are obeyed 
by a given database. Let T(Y.) be the corresponding 0-1 matrix. Suppose that the matrix 
T(AIA2A3A4) which is shown in Table 11, is a submatrix of T(~). We claim that, the database 
cannot be decomposed losslessly. To prove that, it is sufficient o prove that a given instance of 
the database cannot be decomposed losslessly. We let this instance to be a three-row table that 
realizes T(A~ A2A3A4). Table 12 shows a sample of such a table. Notice that if we change one of 
the l's in column A4 of the matrix of Table 11 to a zero, we cannot construct such a table, because 
the matrix becomes unrealizable. In this case, T(~) may have the lossless join property. Deciding 
if T(~) includes a realizable submatrix of the type shown in Table 11 is important in deciding when 
a database cannot have a lossless join. This technique has been used in Ref. [2] assuming that ~; 
represents a set of propositional dependencies. 
Example 12 
Let Y. be the set of functional dependencies {(AIAA2)=~A3, (AIAA2)=~A4, (AIAA2)=~As, 
(A3 AA4) =~ A~, (A3 AA4) =~ A2, (A3 AA4) =~ A5 } and consider the decomposition {{A,, A3 }, {AI, A4 }, 
Table 10. A sample table and its corresponding tableau 
(a) R(A112) 
Row A 1 A 2 
u I 1 1 
u 2 2 1 
us 3 2 
(b) f~(R(A~10) 
T(A 1 A2) Two-row 
A l A 2 table 
0 l U I , U 2 
0 0 ut, u3 
0 0 u2, u3 
Tab le  11. A matr ix that does not 
correspond to any decomposit ion 
that has the lossless join property 
Ai A2 A3 A4 
I 0 0 1 
0 1 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
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Table 12. Possible decompositions and joins, none can result into recovering the 
original table. The value " - - "  can be any value different han a~, a2 and a3 
AI  A2 A3 A4 
a t - -  a 3 a4 
a I a2 - -  a 4 
- -  a 2 03 04 
At  A2 A2 A3 A i  +43 .44 
a I - -  _ _  a 3 a l  a3 a4 
a l  a2 0 2 - -  a I - -  a 4 
- -  a 2 a2 a3 - -  a 3 a4 
A I A2 ,43 A I /12 /13 At 
at  a2 - -  a I - -  a 3 a4 
a l  a2 a3 al 62 a3 a4 
- -  a 2 - -  - -  _ _  a 3 a4 
- -  a 2 a3 - -  a 2 a3 a4 
{A2, A3}, {A2, A4}, {AI, As}, {A2, As}, {As, A5}, {A4, As}}. T(Z) shown in Table 13 represents 
the SDNF of ~:. Since T(~) contains the realizable submatrix: 
AI  A2 A3 A4 +4 5 
0 0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 0 
then the decomposition does not have the lossless join property. 
Example 13 
Let Y+ be the set of functional dependencies {AI=+A3, A2=~A3, A3=+A4, (A4AAs)=+.A3, 
(a3Aa,)=~a,} and consider the decomposition {{A,, A4}, {A~, A2}, {A2, As}, {A3, A4, As}, 
{AI, As}}. Table 14 shows the SDNF T(Z) of ~. Rows {00001, 01110, 10110} indicate that the 
decomposition does not have the lossless join property. However, the submatrix that contains these 
Table 13. The SDNF of the constraints given in Example 12 
A] A 2 d 3 A 4 ,4 5 
0 0 o 
0 0 
0 I 0 
0 I 
I 0 0 
l 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 I 0 
0 1 
1 0 o 
1 0 
0 0 o 
0 0 
0 I 0 
o I 
1 0 0 
I 0 
Table 14. The SDNF of the constraints given in Example 13 
AI A2 A3 A4 As 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 I 
0 1 I 
l 0 1 
I 0 l 
I I 1 
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Table 15. The SDNF of  Y:={At=~As, 
(A3AAs)~" A4 } 
A2m.A 5, 
Ai A2 A3 A4 A5 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 I 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 I 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 I 
1 I 0 0 
I 1 0 I 
three rows is not exactly realizable (i.e. there does not exist a table of three rows that corresponds 
to this submatrix--notice the two l's in column .43). Hence, the decomposition may have the 
lossless join property. 
It should be mentioned that there exists an algorithm to test for losslessness if the given set of 
constraints is a set of functional dependencies. However, the above method is the only known 
method for propositional dependencies. Next, we discuss another application of our results in the 
theory of relational database. 
Let SAT(E) denote the set of tables that satisfy the constraints E. Given a set of dependencies 
Y~ over the set of columns names X, then r~r(E) Y c X denotes the set of projected ependencies 
produced by restricting Y~ to Y. For example, if E = {A~ =~A2, A~ =~A3, `43=~A2} then na,A2(E) is 
{A, =~ A2 }. One problem with providing a formal definition for n r(E) is that it cannot necessarily 
be expressed by the same "types of dependencies" as those in 2;. 
Let Y~ = {At =:'`45, A2=~As, (A3AAs)='A4}. Table 15 shows the SDNF of Y~. Let Y = {`4,, A2, 
A3, A4}. nr([) = {(A~ AA3)=~A4, (A2AA3)=~A4}. Note that the dependencies in nr(]:) are logically 
implied by Y.. Consider the table R(Y) shown in Table 16 (a). It can be shown that R(Y) is not 
a projection of any table in SAT(Y~). 
Let nr(SAT(E)) denote the set of tables that resulted from projecting the tables in SAT(E) over 
Y. If SAT(nr(E)) = nr(SAT(~)) for an arbitrary Y, then 2; is said to be preserved under projection. 
The constraint preservation under projection is an important problem in the analysis of the 
relational database design. A desired property of database scheme is that whenever the projection 
nr(R(X)), Y c X, satisfies "projected constraints" ny(Y.) it follows that R(X) satisfies E. 
We discuss briefly now the solution to this problem given in Ref. [3], then we indicate its 
relationship to the two-row constraints realization problem. 
Consider again the table and its f~-tableau shown in Fig. 16. The 0-1 rows of T(A~ .42.43A4) can 
be mapped to the corresponding 0-1 rows of the matrix, T(E), shown in Table 15. The image of 
T(A~A~A3A,) is shown in Table 17. Since there does not exist a three-row table that realizes the 
Table 16. A table and its tableau 
(a) R(A|A2A3A4) 
A t /12 A3 /14 
u, I 3 5 7 
u 2 2 4 5 8 





A, A 2 A 3 A 4 Table 
1 0 0 0 u I , u 3 
0 0 1 0 u I , u 2 
0 1 0 1 u2, u 3 
Table 17. The tab leau  resulted from mapping the tableau in 
Table 16(b) to  the 0--I matrix in Table 15 
A, A 2 A 3 A4 As 
I 0 0 0 I 
0 0 I 0 0 
0 I 0 I I 
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matrix shown in Table 17, then the table R(AI A2A3A4) of Table 16(a) is not a projection of any 
table in SAT(Y~). Thus, the realizability of the 0-1 matrix has been used in deciding if the constraints 
are preserved under projection. 
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